Super Russian Dating

Cultural Differences and Dating a Ukrainian Bride

When it comes to dating and marriage, any men especially Americans seek for Ukrainian women. Ukrainian women are known for
their beauty and brains all over the world. A person feels lucky to date a Ukrainian woman and to get into a relationship with.
However everything doesn’t go well when it is about going to Ukraine to date a Ukrainian woman, especially when you have made a
connection with the lady through online dating sites.
It seems really exciting to visit another country, meeting your Ukrainian soul mate with whom you have made a connection online
and taking her out for dating. It is a matter of fact that you have so many expectations and fears about dating a Ukrainian bride in her
own country with her own cultures and customs. However you experience later that all of your expectations doesn’t come true while
all of your fears are also not justified.
First of all dating a Ukrainian bride may not come out the way you wanted it to be. This is because of cultural differences that you
might face while meeting her up. You might find them insignificant before meeting up but afterwards you come to know how
important they are while dating a Ukrainian bride. They may cause to destruct your relationship even. Let’s have a look at some of the
cultural differences that are most important to be considered before having a first date with Ukrainian bride.
Dressing Sense
The dressing sense of Ukrainian women for men is quite shocking as well as interesting. They are bit difficult to impress when it
comes to dressing because they like to keep it formal when going out for dinners. However American and European men prefer
wearing casual shorts and sporty shirts which would be bit shocking for a Ukrainian bride.
Ukrainian women are quite fashionable and like the beauty of their body to be demonstrated. It may give an impression to a man that
they are available sexually however Ukrainian women are conservative in this regard. They don’t share the bed at first date mostly.
Giving a Smile and Chewing Gum
Americans have this in built habit of chewing gum and passing a smile to people they come across or pass by. However in Ukraine, it
is considered to be mental disability to pass smile unnecessarily at public places, restaurants, cafes, car parks, shopping malls, etc.
However that doesn’t mean they are sullen, Ukrainian people loves to have fun but it is not in their local culture to pass smile. They
also don’t use chewing gum as much as Americans do. Instead they consider it a rude sign to chewing gum while talking to a person.
So when you are dating a Ukrainian bride, keep that in mind not to use chewing gum and smile unnecessarily.
Ukrainian women like any other women love to receive gifts, whether it is a first date or not. However flowers shall not make a part of
gift or it may cause a big trouble for you. According to Ukrainian culture, flowers are offered at funerals only.

